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The glove industry at Woodstock is of particular interest since it
is an example of the gradual but still incomplete supersession of
craftsmanship by modern methods of production.1 The industry
has been established in Woodstock since the sixteenth century. In
the summer of 1936 it employed nearly 300 insured people as well as
a considerable number of female outworkers. Up to the Great War
the output was practically confined to gloves of the best quality,
but in more recent years the manufacture of the cheaper kinds
of leather gloves has been considerable. The result has been to
weaken the demand for highly skilled glove cutters, and appren-
ticeship to this craft has practically died out. Much of the sewing of
the gloves is done by outworkers living in villages in the neighbour-
hood of Woodstock, but the number of places where outwork is
done is much smaller than before the War.
Labour in the Area.
Before the War the prospects for male workers in the Oxford
district were very different from what they are now. There was
always a demand for kbourers in the building industry and for public
works such as road-making, but opportunities of earning a decent
livelihood by doing unskilled or semi-skilled work were few. Agricul-
tural work and the distributive trades were the main employments,
outside building, for men who had had neither the opportunity nor
the inclination to serve an apprenticeship. While the former occupa-
tion was uncongenial to the townsman, the latter too often only
offered blind-alley jobs to boys leaving school, many of whom later
drifted into the ranks of the general labourers whose wages were low
and employment intermittent.
With the advent of the motor industry, however, new avenues of
employment, offering a high wage, were opened up for the unskilled
man. At first workers were attracted mainly from the locality,
krgely from the ranks of the agricultural kbourers, but when the
Pressed Steel Company started production in 1926 the supply of
local labour was inadequate to satisfy the new demand, and the
inflow of workers from other parts of the country was very much
accelerated. Since that time the number of workers employed in
the Oxford motor works has grown steadily and the industry has
drawn its labour in increasing numbers from outside the district.
Unskilled workers even came from the motor factories in the Birm-
ingham district, because the wage-rates in the Morris works were,
1 The following information has been derived from an unpublished thesis written
by Miss T. Schuk and is included here by her kind permission.

